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There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to man. It is a
dimension as vast as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the middle ground
between light and shadow, between science and superstition, and it lies between
the pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is the dimension of
imagination. It is an area which we call The Twilight Zone.
– Rod Serling, The Twilight Zone
These certainly are strange times we are living in, from the work-at-home models
to the shortage of critical items such as toilet paper. Who would have thought
three months ago that we would be deciding how to source N95 masks or where
to find the best pattern for face masks? I’ve often thought – and I heard it recently
in our Awards Committee Zoom meeting – that we really are in a modern-day
episode of The Twilight Zone.
At PICA, we’re constantly searching for the best resources and information for
you and your business. Our connections to PIA and SGIA bring great depth
in expertise and knowledge that can be fruitful in helping you navigate the
complex state and federal assistance programs out there. The merger of PIA and
SGIA, effective May 1, strengthens the offerings of both organizations, bringing
enhanced services to the PICA membership.
The COVID-19 Resource Channel is available 24/7 for your reference at
https://www.piworld.com/extension/covid-19/ as well as PIA’s own site,
https://www.printing.org/covid-19-resources. And in case you haven’t heard,
PRINT IS ESSENTIAL, according to the CISA guidelines, thanks to PIA’s
Lisbeth Lyons and Michael Makin!
Even in these trying times of furloughs and layoffs, salary reductions, social
distancing and sanitizing procedures, our family of print remains intact, albeit
a little different. We will get through this – hopefully a little wiser for the
effort – but it won’t be without sacrifice on everybody’s part.
As we move forward, the PICA Board of Directors and the PICA Staff want
to say “thank you for your support!” We genuinely appreciate each and every
member of our great industry.

OurPurpose OurVision OurMission
Promoting the
Industry – Focused
on Member Success!

Advocate • Educate
Inform • Lead

To promote the common interest of the printing industry; and
to help our members prosper, both individually and collectively,
through fellowship, education and cooperative action.

Chairman’s Letter
GOD IS TESTING US

Make the least of all that goes and the most of all that comes. Don’t regret what is past. Cherish
what you have. Look forward to all that is to come. And most important of all, rely moment by
moment on Jesus Christ. – Gigi Graham Tchividjian
Less than two years after I joined the family printing business, we experienced the Great Recession,
which seemed to hit our industry especially hard. Customer defaults, wage cuts, layoffs, and a
period of great uncertainty ensued. It was a trying time for all of us, but my father seemed to take
it especially hard as a small business owner with what seemed like the weight of the world and
responsibility for employees on his shoulders. After a particularly tough day, my dad reached out to
my grandfather for advice on how to navigate the most severe economic recession in his lifetime.
My grandfather, who was 89 years old at the time, had lived through many trials and tragedies in
his lifetime, including the Great Depression, close calls and near-death experiences while serving in
World War II, and enduring the loss of his wife to brain cancer, just to name a few. After listening to
my dad talk about the struggles he was facing, my grandfather calmly replied, “God is testing you.”
The words continue to echo in my mind and ring especially true today.
Many tough decisions were made and, thankfully, prayers answered. We made it across the
tumultuous waters of the recession and, fortunately, are still standing today. While the current
pandemic has some similarities to past recessions and disasters, I think we can all agree it is testing
each of us. Nothing happens without a reason and, while we have certainly lost a lot during the past
few months, I believe there is much to be gained. God is seeing what we’re made of at our core and
how we treat those around us. Are we more focused on filling our own stockpiles, or on making sure
our friends, neighbors, and the disadvantaged have what they need?
The frenzied pace of our busy routines has nearly slowed to a halt, and now is the time to take
note of things we may have been too busy to see in the past. It is time to renew our perspective and
appreciation for things both large and small. I know I have a new appreciation for healthcare workers,
teachers, eating in restaurants, and being able to gather with groups of people. I am also proud of the
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Chairman’s Letter
way members of our industry have stepped up to help
one another and help clients who are fighting the virus
and fighting to keep their businesses afloat.
In the months and years ahead, I hope we can look back
on this difficult time and, rather than focus on what has
been lost, instead gain a new appreciation for our many
blessings. After all, God is testing us.

Craig Ragsdale
PICA Chairman
Martin Printing
craig@martinprinting.com
(864) 859-4032, x-126
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Updated Economic and Print Outlook:
“I think it’s going to be worse than the worst year of the Great Recession. How much
worse, we don’t know. It’s going to be a tough row to hoe in terms of profitability for
the next 12 months.” – Dr. Ronnie H. Davis
The following FLASH REPORT, written by Dr. Ronnie H.
Davis, Senior Vice President and Chief Economist and David
Wilaj, MA, Economist, PIA Center for Print Economics and
Management, was published on April 3, 2020, and updated
on April 23, 2020. Davis and Wilaj’s message was sobering,
but not without hope.
We are in unprecedented economic territory. The coronavirus
recession will go down in history as the first self-imposed
national economic shutdown. At this stage (mid-April), there
are still more questions than answers. When will the number
of infections subside? Will they return in the fall? How steep
and deep is the economic decline? How long will the recession
last? How will print be impacted? Perhaps most importantly,
when will the recovery begin and how strong will it be?
In this Flash, we provide some answers to these questions
including a profile of the recession that has already started and
possible patterns of the coming recovery. In this uncharted
environment, economic forecasting is even more difficult than
usual. However, it is still helpful to have some sense of future
developments for planning purposes.

Economic Path Over the Next 12 Months

We are just beginning to see some early metrics of the economic
impact of the coronavirus recession. Millions of businesses
are shut down, and many that are open have declining sales.
Consequently, employees are without jobs, and unemployment
claims are spiking. Congress has passed and the President has
signed a record $2-trillion-plus stimulus bill (almost 10 percent of
GDP). After nearly 11 years of uninterrupted growth, the 2020
recession has arrived. How will all this play out over the next 12
months? All the possible scenarios are damaging by degree—from
bad to worse to very bad.
Three scenarios have about equal chances of taking place at
this time:
•T
 he least-bad scenario is a quick/short recession starting in
the first quarter and lasting through the second quarter. The
decline in economic output will be steep and deep, but the
economy will hit bottom and recover at a robust pace in the
third quarter.
•T
 he middle scenario is a longer/extended recession lasting
into the third quarter but recovering in the fourth quarter.
The recovery pace in this scenario is also fairly robust.
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•T
 he worst-case scenario (at least at this time) is a sustained/
lingering recession with a decline similar to the first two but
continuing through the fourth quarter with a recovery in the
first quarter of 2021.
What might the exact trajectories of these scenarios look like?
•T
 he first quarter metrics are already baked in with GDP
declining approximately 5 percent on an annual basis in each
case.
•T
 he second quarter bottoms out with a 10 percent decline
in the most optimistic scenario. The other two situations
have GDP declining further by 15 percent and 20 percent,
respectively.
•T
 he economy gets into positive territory in the third quarter
in the most optimistic scenario with 4-percent growth. In the
middle scenario the economy still declines by 5 percent; in
the worst scenario it declines by 10 percent.
•T
 he fourth quarter numbers range from 4 percent growth
to a decline of 5 percent. Finally, if we extend the timeline
out to the first quarter of 2021, the range is from 4- percent
growth to no change.
For the quick/short recession and rapid recovery scenario to
play out many factors have to fall in place quickly. The most
important, of course, is a quick end to the virus threat with
deaths and cases declining rapidly.
Additional key unknowns going forward could include
the following:
How much will the stimulus stimulate? In past recessions there
have been significant variations in the efficacy of stimulus
spending. Will supply chains, distribution channels, and
logistical patterns be repaired quickly, or will major bottlenecks
develop? There will be major upheavals and restructuring of
industries from the disruptions. At this time, it is too early to
predict the nature of these changes and their impacts, but they
will be significant. What about labor supply? By significantly
raising the safety net, there may be a substantial reduction
in employees willing to work for less than they receive in
unemployment benefits. How fast will business and consumer
confidence return? There will be numerous examples of
American ingenuity and innovation solving problems and
taking advantage of opportunities.

Profiling the Recession and Recovery
Print Sales in 2020

Whatever happens to the overall economy, the impact on print
will be magnified and will be worse. This pattern has been
well established over the last few downturns. Print sales fall
faster than overall GDP, they fall deeper, and they take longer
to turn around. Looking out over the next 12 months, print’s
decline will likely exceed the fall in GDP by a few percentage
points. Depending on the nature of the recession’s pattern
as described above, print sales could decline on an annual
basis (compared to 2019) by 10 to 20 percent. The decline
for a quick/short recession roughly compares to the Great
Recession, while the other two scenarios are much worse.
As in past recessions, there will be an additional perverse
impact; because many printers will not survive the upheaval, the
average surviving printer will experience smaller sales declines
than the overall industry since their average market share will
increase. On a quarter-to-quarter basis, the second quarter
will be the most severe for printers by a wide margin with sales
declines of perhaps 20 to 25 percent. On a positive note, the
sales declines should begin to temper off in the third quarter
and reverse in the fourth quarter or first quarter of 2021.

What About Print Profits?

The path of print profits over the next 12 months is equally
bleak. During the Great Recession, printers’ profits fell, on
average, by about 5 percent of sales and turned negative for a
full year at the depth of the cycle. Profit challengers, printers in
the bottom 75 percent of profitability, suffered a full five years
of losses. In contrast, profit leaders, printers in the top quartile
of profitability, remained profitable all through the cycle but
still experienced profit declines of around 3 percent on sales.
It appears that the profit configuration in the coming months
will be worse given the magnitude of sales declines. The most
optimistic scenario, the quick/short recession, will resemble
something like that last recession in terms of print profits.
However, the other two scenarios are much worse.
Beneath the aggregate printing industry trends in sales and
profits, there will be significant structural modifications. Expect
the unexpected. This is a recurring pattern in cycles of recession
and recovery, but this time they may be more prevalent. Once
prosperity returns, print will remain a large, viable industry.
Sectors such as packaging, labels, wrappers, and signage will
grow. Direct marketing will return. Books, magazines, catalogs,
and newspapers will survive. However, the mix of print product
demand will change in new and unpredictable ways.
Other structural changes to the industry might include some of
the following:

•A
 likely speedup in changes to print production and
distribution
•L
 abor force disruptions and adjustments as a result of new
regulations and safety nets
• New patterns of industry supply chains
•C
 hanges to the size structure of the industry, e.g., larger
firms gaining an advantage over smaller or medium-sized
printers
• S ignificant reduction to the overall number of printing firms
in the U.S.

Managing in Chaos

Managing in extreme chaos and uncertainty is tremendously
difficult. Remaining positive is a challenge. The first imperative
is to somehow have a positive attitude and accept the challenge
if you want your firm to be one of the survivors and, ultimately,
one of the many success stories.
So, what can print firm owners and managers do in this
tough environment?
First, most obviously, stay positive and focus on the real issues—
your family, your employees, and your own health. Forced
downtime provides a chance to rethink your business models.
There will be new waves of opportunity in print. There will be
new print processes and new efficiencies in print and package
delivery. There will be new ways to utilize employees, new ways
to cut cost, and new ways to increase sales. The United States
still has the strongest, most viable economy and political system
in the world. In the end, we will persevere.
The economy will recover. Print will recover. This happened
as we recovered from the Great Recession almost 11 years
ago, and it will happen again.
Preserve cash in anticipation of reduced sales. Use previously
arranged lines of credit and watch your expenses. Speaking of
expenses—do all you can to control expenses and move fixed
expenses to variable expenses. Remain strategic. Rethink and
reaffirm or change your longer-term strategic plans even if you
need to delay or adjust them in the short term.
Reach out for help from your local PIA Affiliate and from
the national organization. We have many resources that give
you a competitive advantage over non-members. Above all,
remain positive. Better times will return. In fact, better times
are the norm. The American economy consistently expands
in over 90 percent of quarters and years, so bad times are the
exception, not the rule. Both the economy and the printing
industry will return to health soon.
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Henke, Chowan Join Fight Against COVID-19

Dr. Mitchell Henke

Creating solutions to
problems is what Dr.
Mitchell Henke, Associate
Professor of Graphic
Communications, does
every day in the classroom at
Chowan University.

One of his primary roles is to teach package design
to Graphic Communication majors. The COVID-19
pandemic has created an enormous problem to be solved;
the shortage of personal protective equipment (PPE) for
healthcare workers.
With this concern, Henke headed to the production lab
“to figure out a way to help those on the frontline.” With
Chowan’s ArtiosCAD software for package design and
Kongsberg cutting table for prototyping and production,
Henke was confident he could be part of the solution. His
first design step was to create a mask comfort strap made
from triple black e-flute corrugated paperboard donated
from Packrite in High Point.

Along with providing face shields for Southampton
Memorial, Henke contacted Minister to the University,
Rev. Mari Wiles, to identify other areas of need. Rev.
Wiles suggested that members of Chowan’s Public Safety
staff could use this equipment. Wiles also reached out to
Tom Beam, Disaster Relief Coordinator at NC Baptists
on Mission (NCBM) who Chowan Campus Ministry
regularly partners with for disaster relief and mission trips.
Beam was thrilled to learn that Chowan was donating
these needed supplies. Some of the face shields will
go to meet critical needs in New York City by way of
NCBM, and additional face shields will go to the NCBM
warehouse for distribution to local hospital systems.
“Dr. Henke’s work reminds us to take inventory of our
own talents. We can all find ways to help during this
crisis,” says Rev. Wiles. Henke feels fortunate to have the
skills to help during this crisis and as long as he has the
materials, he plans to keep making face shields.

“This makes the mask more comfortable for those wearing
them for extended periods,” says Henke.
From there, he created a face shield frame out of the
same material. After multiple prototypes, he found a
feasible solution.
Dr. Henke’s design was “battle-tested” by Denise Futrell,
a registered nurse at Southampton Memorial Hospital in
Franklin, VA.
From these existing materials, Henke created frames
for the face shields. Two donated boxes of mylar from
Fujifilm are in transit to assist in supply needs. Each face
shield takes around four to five minutes to produce.
Charles Futrell, Director of Printing Production at
Chowan University, assisted in production tasks and his
wife, Denise Futrell, a registered nurse at Southampton
Memorial Hospital in Franklin, VA, gave consulting
advice. Denise is on the frontline every day, ‘gearing
up’ to keep herself and patients safe. She happily tested
designs and provided invaluable feedback, helping Henke
create a more durable and comfortable face shield.
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This article and accompanying photos were reprinted
with the permission of the Roanoke-Chowan News
Herald. For more information about the project, contact Lou
Ann Gilliam, Director of Church and Community Relations
at gillil@chowan.edu. For more information about Chowan
University, visit www.chowan.edu or call 1-888-4-CHOWAN.

PICA and PIA Are Here For You
We’ve been through a lot these past couple of weeks
– an understatement for sure. One minute we were
feeling sorry for China and Italy as they were dealing
with a health crisis foreign to us, and the next minute
it had landed in our front yard! Dealing with personal
issues such as keeping your family and yourself safe,
along with business issues like keeping your job,
keeping the company afloat, servicing those clients with
work in-house – it’s a challenge none of us expected.
PICA and PIA are here to be of any assistance we can
during this crisis. We’ll keep the resources available
to you at the forefront of our communications – and
we will update them as things change. The place to
start any search on Covid-19-related questions is the
Covid-19 channel set up at Printing Impressions:
https://www.piworld.com/extension/covid-19/

You also have access to top industry professionals who
are working around the clock to bring you the most
current and helpful information possible.
• S tate and Local Legislative Updates: Marci Kinter,
Vice President, Government Affairs, SGIA

PIA has extensive information on its web page at

https://www.printing.org/covid-19-resources

And there is plenty of specific information for
employers:

https://www.printing.org/programs/human-resources/
families-first-coronavirus-response-act-and-othercoronavirus-information

The North and South Carolina health departments
also have lots of info to review:
https://scdhec.gov/health/infectious-diseases/viruses/
coronavirus-disease-2019-covid-19
https://www.ncdhhs.gov/divisions/public-health/
coronavirus-disease-2019-covid-19-response-northcarolina/businesses-employers

If you have any questions, please let us know.
We are here for you, and we thank you for
your patience and cooperation as we navigate
through this challenging time.

•N
 ational Legislative Updates: Lisbeth Lyons, Vice
President, Government & External Affairs, PIA
• S afety Updates: Gary Jones, Director,
Environmental, Health and Safety Affairs, SGIA
•E
 conomic Impact on the Printing Industry: Andy
Paparozzi, Chief Economist, SGIA
•H
 uman Resource Updates/Guidance: Adriane
Harrison, Vice President of Human Relations, PIA
Additional Resources for PICA Members
While the PICA office is “open,” please don’t stop by
to see us, because we’re not there! We’re running the
operation from home, so please call 704-357-1150 if you
need assistance. Our email addresses are also available
as usual, and listed on Page 12 of this publication.
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Who Do YOU Want to Be During COVID-19?
The University of Colorado
Boulder recently posted this article
and graphic, and we thought it
was a great tool to get a clear look
at who we are choosing to be in
these unprecedented times.
During challenging times, it is
natural to react in a way that
ensures our safety and the safety of
those we care about. It is important
to tend to our most immediate
needs and address our most
immediate challenges. Challenging
times, however, also present us
with opportunities to grow, support
others, and become valuable in new
and different ways. Sometimes, if
our mindset is right, we can also
learn a great deal about ourselves,
who we are, and who we can
become. To the right is a graphic
you might find helpful in thinking
through who you want to be during
this difficult time for all of us.
Fear Zone
•H
 oard food, toilet paper and
medicines I don’t need.
• I complain all the time.
•T
 ransmit my anger and fear
related emotions to others.
•F
 orward all messages to others.
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I think of the others and
see how to help them
I make my talents
available to those
who need them

I start to give up
what I can’t control

I grab food, toilet
paper, and medications
that I don’t need

Who do I
want to be
during
COVID-19?

I stop compulsively
consuming what hurts
me, from food to news

FEAR ZONE

LEARNING ZONE

I complain
frequently

I become aware of
the situation and
think how to act

I forward all
messages I receive

I evaluate information
before spreading
something false
I recognize that we
are all trying to do
our best
I practice quietude,
patience, relationships
and creativity

Learning Zone
• I stop compulsively consuming
things that harm me, from food
to news.
• I start letting go of things that
are out of my control.
• I identify my emotions.
• I make myself aware of the
situation and think about the best
way to act.
• I verify information before I
share it.
• I acknowledge everyone is
trying their best.

I am empathetic
with myself and
with others

I identify my
emotions

I spread emotions
related to fear and
anger

I get mad easily

I live in the present
and focus on the
future

GROWTH ZONE
I thank and
appreciate others

I keep a happy
emotional state and
spread hope

I look for a way
to adapt to new
changes

Growth Zone
•F
 ind a purpose.
• I think of how I can help
others.
•U
 se my skills to service the
ones in need.
• I show empathy to myself and
others.
• I live in the present and focus
on the future.
• I keep myself emotionally
happy and transmit hope.
• I show gratefulness.
• I find ways to adapt to changes.
• I practice calmness, patience,
relationships and creativity.

New Direction Partners Talk COVID-19
and M&A in Printing and Packaging
Eight weeks ago, most of us had never heard the terms
COVID-19 or Coronavirus, yet as we sit today this tragic
virus has impacted every aspect of our work and personal
life and will likely continue to affect our activities for the
foreseeable future. When we return to “normal” or what the
new normal might be remains uncertain for nearly everyone.
Many people have asked us what impact this will have on
Mergers & Acquisitions in the Printing and Packaging
Industry and, for the last 4-5 weeks, we have been somewhat
quiet on the topic. Most company owners have been
rightfully focused on caring for their employees, reorganizing
their business to function in a world of social distancing,
applying for PPP loans and other government programs
to assist them financially in getting through the current
challenges, and unfortunately, downsizing their staff to
adjust to reduced workloads.
What that new workload volume is will be different for
every firm. We have customers whose business has remained
relatively stable or, in fact, grown. Those companies are
mostly in the packaging and/or food and beverage label
segment or commercial printers who are servicing insurance
and health care clients. On the opposite end of the spectrum
are general commercial printers who are reporting today that
their volume is 25-30% of what it was a year ago. How will
all these changes affect M&A going forward?
First, there are still many M&A transactions in process
that are being completed with good, solid companies at
attractive multiples of EBITDA. Most transactions that were
in progress when COVID-19 first surfaced continue to move
forward toward fruition. The progress may have slowed
down, or additional due diligence is being completed, but
transactions in the Printing and Packaging Industry continue
to be consummated. We have no less than four EBITDAbased transactions in progress that are moving forward
toward a timely closing.
For some of the sell-side engagements that were initiated
in mid-March, the sellers have hit the “pause” button. Like
most firms, they have had to focus on critical changes in
their business before they resume activities related to the
sale process. However, we fully expect that these transactions
will begin moving forward again in the next 30-60 days. In
one case, we have two buyers who had already looked at a
business and they are anxious to keep the process moving,
even though the seller has decided to temporarily put things
on hold. This is an encouraging sign that buyers will still be
there when sellers are ready to reengage.

One result that is nearly a certainty to come from this
situation is an uptick in tuck-ins. Companies that struggle
to successfully navigate through the COVID-19 crisis will
be looking toward a cashless merger or outright sale of
their book of business to survive. Both new strategic buyers
who have not done tuck-ins before and experienced buyers
who have completed several tuck-ins since they became
commonplace 8-9 years ago will be active in that market.
From a seller’s perspective, when done right, even a company
that is struggling financially can see a significant return on
the sale of their equipment, their book of business and their
working capital when they team up with the right buyer.
When this pandemic begins to subside and a favorable
economic climate returns, we expect to see a return to strong
M&A trends in our industries. The private equity money
that has been sitting on the sidelines through the COVID-19
crisis is not going elsewhere. These buyers, along with the
strategic buyers within the industry, will allow M&A activity
in the Printing and Packaging world to remain active and
strong, especially for companies that remain profitable
through this COVID-19 interruption. These firms will
continue to trade at EBITDA multiples. We won’t know
for a while if the multiples being paid for strong companies
remain comparable to what they were pre-COVID-19, or if
there will be a slight decline in the historical multiples.
Challenging times like we are experiencing now often result
in companies becoming leaner and more efficient in order to
survive. We fully expect that will be the case for the Printing
and Packaging Industries and believe that there will be many
unique opportunities for both buyers and sellers to realize
their objectives in the months to come.
This article was provided by Jim Russell and Tom
Williams at New Direction Partners, LLC, an investment
banking and financial advisory firm formed by industry
veterans Tom Williams, Peter Schaefer, Paul Reilly and
Jim Russell to serve the printing, packaging and related
industries. Services include merger advisory through the
representation of selling shareholders as well as buy side
representation, valuation services, capital formation,
turnaround and restructuring services and temporary/
interim management consulting. To learn more, visit
www.newdirectionpartners.com or contact Tom Williams
(twilliams@newdirectionpartners.com) or Jim Russell
(jrussell@newdirectionpartners.com) at (610) 230-0635.
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Member News
Mac Papers Announces Sale
of Businesses to Monomoy Capital

Mac Papers, one of the largest merchant distributors in
the southeastern United States, announced the sale of
its businesses to Monomoy Capital Partners, a private
investment firm with $1.6 billion in committed capital that
invests in the debt and equity of middle market businesses.
The sale includes Mac Papers, Inc., Mac Paper Converters,
Inc. and All Square Digital Solutions, Inc. (collectively “Mac
Papers”). Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.
“We have felt privileged to lead the business our fathers
Frank and Tom started 55 years ago, and we are confident
that it will continue to grow and enjoy a very bright future
under Monomoy’s ownership,” said Mac Papers President
Sutton McGehee. “Monomoy’s focus on excellent
customer service and trusted relationships with customers
and supply partners aligns perfectly with the deep-seated
culture at Mac Papers. We know Monomoy is fortunate to
have the best people in the business as their employees
at Mac Papers and we look forward to what the future
holds for them as they partner with Monomoy to build
upon Mac Papers’ legacy and realize the significant growth
opportunities for this business.”
Rick Mitchell assumes the role of President and Chief
Operating Officer of Mac Papers. The rest of Mac Papers’
current management team, including Chief Financial Officer
Greg Gay, Executive Vice President of Paper Craig Boortz,
Vice President of Packaging Chris McCabe, Vice President
and Regional Manager Carter Whiddon, Vice President of
Purchasing Steve Collins, and Vice President of Mac National
Jeff Harris will continue in their roles under Monomoy
ownership. Scott Sipkovsky will continue to lead the MPEC
operation and Ash Weekley will continue as the business
development lead for the company’s wide format business.
“The entire Mac Papers team looks forward to working
with Monomoy,” stated Mitchell. “Their extensive
resources and capabilities will allow us to advance the
company’s many strategic and operational initiatives. We
are excited to begin the next phase in our evolution as a
company and to continue growing with our market-leading
customer base and best-in-class suppliers.”
Founded in 2005, Monomoy Capital Partners has invested
in over 50 middle market businesses in the manufacturing,
industrial, distribution and consumer products sectors.
“We would like to congratulate and thank the McGehee
family for building a premier, market-leading business in
paper and packaging distribution,” said Monomoy CoFounder and Partner Stephen Presser. “Mac Papers is a
proven, highly-regarded supplier to its diverse customer
base, a true partner with its suppliers and is wellpositioned for continued success in the future. Monomoy
is excited to work with the Mac Papers management team
and to collaborate with the company to drive long-term
value for all of its customers, suppliers and employees.”
10
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Wikoff Color Welcomes New
VP and CFO Martin Iles

Wikoff Color is pleased to announce
that Martin Iles has joined the company
as Vice President and Chief Financial
Officer, based at the Corporate
Headquarters in Fort Mill, SC. In this
position, Martin will be responsible for
overseeing Finance and Accounting,
Human Resources and Information
Technology, while strengthening the
senior leadership team.
“Martin’s diverse background paired with a strong skillset
in finance and accounting will be key to our growth
strategies both domestically and globally. We are excited
to welcome Martin to the Wikoff family,” says Geoff Peters,
President & CEO of Wikoff Color.
Martin joins Wikoff with an extensive background not
only in finance and accounting, but also in sales and
marketing, operations, information technology and
lean implementation. Most recently Martin was Chief
Financial Officer, Vice President and Treasurer for
Anthony and Sylvan Pools Corporation and held that
position for 12 years. Prior to that role he was also VP
of Lean Implementation, Regional VP and VP Finance
and Corporate Controller with Anthony and Sylvan. Prior
to joining Anthony and Sylvan, Martin was Corporate
Controller for Essef Corporation. He started his career
working in public accounting for Deloitte in both
Melbourne, Australia and Cleveland, Ohio. Martin was born
and raised in Melbourne, Australia and holds a Bachelor of
Commerce from the University of Melbourne in Australia.

Komori Corporation to Acquire
MBO Group as Subsidiary

Komori Corporation announced it has signed a basic
agreement with the MBO Group, a global company based
in Germany that specializes in the manufacture and sale
of post-press equipment, regarding the acquisition of a
100% equity stake in the latter with the aim of making it a
Komori subsidiary.
Since its founding in 1923, Komori has been engaged
in the manufacture and sale of offset printing presses.
Although Komori has developed the offset printing press
business as its core operation, Komori has been focused
on developing the Print Engineering Service Provider
(PESP) business since 2009. Komori launched the
marketing of paper cutters, die cutters, blanking machines,
pile turning machines and other post-press equipment
that supports package printing. These products are greatly
helping resolve major issues printing companies are now
confronting, such as labor shortages.
Germany-based MBO Group was founded in 1965 to
manufacture paper folding machines, a type of machinery
that performs an important post-press process. The

Member News
MBO Group has operated in this field for more than a half
century, successfully commanding a considerable market
share in Europe, the United States and elsewhere. Today,
the MBO Group boasts plants in two locations in Germany,
as well as in Portugal. It also operates local subsidiaries
in the United States, France and China while maintaining
collaboration with a variety of sales partners in countries
around the globe. Taking full advantage of these networks,
the MBO Group is currently engaged in the marketing of
paper folding machines and the provision of after-sales
services in more than 60 countries.
The MBO Group is distinguished by its technological
capabilities in multiple fields, including paper folding
for general commercial printing and inline processing,
employing a combination of paper folding machines
and digital printing systems (DPS). Furthermore,
Herzog+Heymann, a subsidiary of the MBO Group,
provides machinery designed to perform a complex folding
process that handles thin paper and requires specialized
technology unmatched by competitors. In recent years,
the MBO Group also launched collaboration with robot
makers, resulting in the creation of labor-saving systems
as part of the MBO Group product lineup.
The MBO Group’s operations do not overlap with those
undertaken by Komori. Through the acquisition of the equity
stake in the MBO Group, Komori expects to be able to
market unique products that will support its PESP business.
Komori is also looking to develop new solutions through the
combination of the MBO Group’s technologies and Komori’s
DPS, offset printing presses and other key products.
Komori believes that both companies are well positioned to
complement each other. Going forward, Komori will strive to
bring together technologies and networks offered by both
companies in the field of post-press equipment marketing.

Grafsolve Named Sole Master Dealer of
CRON Prepress Technology in North America

Grafsolve, LLC, manufacturer and distributor of pressroom/
prepress products, announced the formation of its new
company division, CRON North America (CRON NA), which
will direct sales and service of CRON prepress technology
as its new, exclusive master dealer in the US and Canada.
Working closely with its expansive network of regional
dealers strategically located across the US and Canada,
Grafsolve, through CRON NA, will provide complete sales
and service support to commercial, packaging, FLEXO and
in-plant offset printing operations.
Grafsolve president, Brian Bromberg, welcomes Tony
Ruth as CRON North America’s executive vice president
responsible for the management and growth of the new
division’s business operations. “As exciting as the CRON
partnership is for us at Grafsolve, we are equally thrilled
to have a veteran of Tony Ruth’s stature guiding this
new enterprise for us. We believe the sky is the limit and

expect existing customers and many future customers to
realize solid, measurable production improvements with
our CRON North America’s new technology and team,”
Bromberg said.
Ruth, who is well versed in CRON CTP performance
capabilities, having provided input into CRON’s
engineering and manufacturing of the CRON devices sold
and installed in the US and Canada, is implementing a
comprehensive program of inventory, installation, parts,
and support to be delivered by CRON North America that
he says will be unmatched in this prepress segment of the
US printing market.
Grafsolve’s complete portfolio of pressroom products
that complement its new CTP lineup include a full line
of water-based and specialty products for the printing
industry. CRON North America, through its dealer
network will be able to supply inks, offset printing plates,
fountain solutions, silicone emulsions, blanket and
roller washes, UV coatings, filters, adhesives and many
other consumables used in prepress and pressroom
operations on a daily basis. In addition to maintaining
the US’s largest inventory of industry-leading Blackwood
plates manufactured by CRON, CRON North America
dealers also represent Epple Inks, through a partnership
relationship with the US division of the world’s largest
manufacturer of premium quality offset inks.

USCIS Updates I-9 Instruction Book

The US Citizenship & Immigration Services have updated
the I-9 instruction book. Here is a link to get the revised
version: https://www.uscis.gov/i-9-central/handbookemployers-m-274. A summary of the changes is at
https://www.uscis.gov/i-9-central/summary-changes.

Condolences
Our condolences to the family of Larry Evans, who passed
away April 17, 2020. Formerly with Rexham and Dupont,
Larry served for many years in the Charlotte Craftsmen
Club, was a member of the CPCC Advisory Committee
and the Phoenix Challenge, and was an adjunct professor
at Clemson.
Our condolences to the family of Ray Prince, former
GATF, PIA, and NAPL industry consultant, who passed
away May 1, 2020. Ray was an expert in the pressroom,
helping countless printers solve their press challenges.
Ray was a friend to PICA and served our members well,
through consulting and teaching, especially during
The Charlotte Shows.
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June

15-19: 	Webinar: CI Ready!
Sam Shea, Code: G1770620
2:00 pm – 3:00 pm EST Daily
16:	Webinar: All About
Political Mail
1:00-2:00 pm EST

July

21: 	Webinar: How to Read
a Scorecard
1:00-2:00 pm EST

August

18: 	Webinar: Punch into Profit
with LEAN Principles
1:00-2:00 pm EST

September

15-17: 	Brand Print Americas
Rosemont, IL
15: 	Webinar: Organic Search
Engine Optimization
1:00-2:00 pm EST
19:

PICA Awards Banquet
Embassy Suites
Concord, NC

